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New, updated  
scales – measure  
exciting new areas
New, updated scales to measure exciting 
new areas of interest in the contemporary 
workplace will be added as they become 
available. They can be used by building your 
own unique tests with Psytest Builder and can 
be combined with scales from the BP Basic 
Profile and the LSI Leadership Style Inventory.

Some examples of new scales:

•  Need scales – Need for Structure,  
Need for Support and Need for Variation

•  Values, principles, and attitudes 
– Level requirements, Work  
Orientation, Tolerance,  
and Helpfulness

•  Personality scales   
– Conflict avoidance

Psytest Builder  
BUILD YOUR OWN TEST

NEW
Psytest Builder is a brand new tool that integrates modern 
technology for a whole new approach to testing. With Psytest 
Builder, you can easily build your own customized test with ready-to-use 
building blocks, i.e. scales from our classic, well-tested methods, as well as 
newly-developed, psychometrically-proven standardized scales that measure  
new and exciting areas of interest in the contemporary workplace.

Psytest provides a suite of high-quality psychometric test methods that assist you as 
a recruiter, HR professional or leadership developer in making sound decisions when 
selecting and developing organizational leaders and other professionals.

  Customize your own test with 
ready-to-use building blocks

  Test only what is relevant  
– you decide!

  Name the test and apply your 
organisation’s logo

  The test result is clearly presented 
in a profile that is quickly and easily 
interpreted with the help of our manual

  Pay-per-scale – you pay only for the 
scales you need in the test

Get started quickly!
Conditions: Psytest Builder is available to those with any of 
the following qualifications: a bachelor’s degree or higher in 
psychology, successful completion of Psytest’s certification 
course, certification in another test method by a reputable 
test provider or a BPS Qualification in Test Use (or another 
similar qualification). There is no licensing fee, and you pay 
only for the scales you need in the test.  Minimum order:  
€600/year (150 credits). Every 12 months, we add 150 credits 

to your account and bill for them. The service continues 
until it is terminated. Unused credits from 

previous years do not expire. All 
prices exclude VAT.


